Uniclife 5 Pack Mini Keychain Flashlight Ultra Bright LED Key Ring
Light Torch, Black Review-2021

Make Great Gifts: Perfect for Halloween, Christmas, Outdoor Night Party, Camping, Hiking, Dog
Light, or Emergency.
Tiny and Lightweight: Measures 1.6" x 0.87" small enough to fit attaches on your keychain with
convenient quick release ring, weighs 0.2 ounces which adds no bulk to keychain.
Two Modes: Press the Squeeze Button activates instant light, slide On/Off Switch for hands free
operation.
Ultra-Bright LED: Unbreakable flashlight offers 12 lumens brightness and 100,000 hours LED life.
Visible over one mile
Replaceable Battery: The installed 2 x CR2016 lithium battery gives you up to 12 hours of
continuous use.Mini LED Flashlight
Uniclife mini LED keychain flashlight with changeable CR2016 button batteries is ultra bright, top
quality and well designed. It adds no weight and almost no bulk to your key chain ring. With quick
release ring, it is also quite easy to attach to your backpack, zipper, belt or any other item.
Micro LED Key Ring Light
Uniclife little compact flashlight is bright and sufficient enough for your typical needs such as to
search a dark closet, find dropped items at night or light a dark path in front of you.
Measures 1 1/2" x 6/7" and weighs 0.2 ounces which is extremely tiny and lightweight but tough and
solid. The LED bulb is virtually unbreakable. The replaceable CR2016 lithium batteries (included)
give you a total of about 12 to 14 hours of use.
Perfect for camping, hiking, fishing, walk the dog and emergency.
2 Modes: Have ON/OFF Switch and Squeeze Button
Easy to attach to anything with spring carabiner
Small enough to be carried all the time conveniently
Come with 5 pieces mini keychain flashlight
Easy to Use
Absolutely useful and handy to use indoors or outdoors with the 2 modes options of Momentary
ON/OFF or Continuous ON with the switch.
Light and Portable
Tiny in size and lightweight, adding little extra bulk or weight to your key ring which is convenient to
be carried around all the time.
Bright and Long-lasting
This 12 lumens white beam night light has intense brightness and illuminates a very wide area for
you to see clearly. 2 x CR2016 can provides about 12 hours of continuous use.
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